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Reference: Neal, p. 33
Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.

Lot 1473 - CT-1 CHARIOT PRESSSED SALT, heavily mottled silvery opaque powder blue, scallop and point rim. Very rare. Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. Second quarter 19th century. 1 3/4" h, 2 1/8" x 2 7/8". Well above average condition, rim with a chip to one point and one outer corner, base with a flake to one scallop and light flaking underneath, normal interior annealing lines, none of which reach the exterior, excellent resonance.

Estimate: $500 - $800.
Sold for: $960.50


Lot 1474 - OP-20 OVAL PEDESTAL PRESSSED GLASS SALT, colorless, complex rim, very intricate design, four shell feet. Very rare. Possibly Philadelphia area. Second quarter 19th century. 2 1/4" h, 2 5/8" x 3 7/8". Virtually proof having only a small chip to one foot and a hint of mold roughness.

Estimate: $300 - $500.
Sold for: $339.00

Reference: Neal, p. 270.

Lot 1475 - EE-3B EAGLE AND SHIELD PRESSSED SALT, fiery opalescent, on four feet. Rare. Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. Second quarter 19th century. 2 1/8" h, 2 1/8" x 3 1/4". Near proof, minor flake/mold roughness to interior rim at one end, chipping to inside of three feet, none of which disfigure the profiles.

Estimate: $300 - $500.
Sold for: $420.00

Reference: Neal, p. 79. B & K I, fig. 1453.

Lot 1476 - OP-20 OVAL PEDESTAL PRESSSED GLASS SALT, colorless, complex rim, very intricate design, four shell feet. Very rare. Possibly Philadelphia area. Second quarter 19th century. 2 1/4" h, 2 5/8" x 3 7/8". Near proof having only an open bubble to the rim, two chips and a flake to the feet, and a hint of mold roughness.

Estimate: $200 - $300.
Sold for: $120.00

Reference: Neal, p. 270.
Lot 1477 - OO-1A OCTAGON OBLONG PRESSED SALT, medium amber, shaped rim. Rare. Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. Second quarter 19th century. 1 5/8" h, 2 3/8" x 3 3/8". Two annealing checks off the rim which do not break the outer surface, otherwise only some light flaking to inner rim and foot.

Estimate: $100 - $150.

Sold for: $84.00

Reference: Neal, p. 166.

Lot 1478 - OL-21 OVAL PRESSED GLASS SALT, colorless, complex fan and scroll rim, serrated-edge foot. Rare. Possibly Philadelphia area. Second quarter 19th century. 1 7/8" h, 2 3/4" x 3 3/4". Near proof with only a few flakes to the rim and base.

Estimate: $100 - $150.

Sold for: $135.60

Reference: Neal, p. 229.

Lot 1479 - RP-7 ROUND PEDESTAL PRESSED SALT, colorless, deep-scallop rim, scallop and point foot. Very rare. Possibly Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. Second quarter 19th century. 2 3/8" h, 3 1/8" d. Near proof with only a couple flakes to the top of foot, small underfill to rim.

Estimate: $75 - $125.

Sold for: $96.00


Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.


Estimate: $75 - $125.

Sold for: $90.40

Reference: Neal, p. 165.

Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.


Estimate: $75 - $125.

Sold for: $101.70


Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.

Sold for: $101.70

Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.

Lot 1483 - HN-18A AND OP-21 VARIANT PAW-FOOT PRESSED SALTS, LOT OF TWO, colorless, first unlisted in colorless, second with small lattice pattern under base, factory polished rims. Unknown rarity. France. Mid 19th century. 2 1/4" h, 3 1/8" dia overall, and 1 7/8" h, 2 7/8" x 5 1/2". Above average condition with some light flaking to rims, two feet with a chip. Estimate: $75 - $125.

Sold for: $101.70

Reference: Neal, pp. 115 and 271.

Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.

Lot 1484 - VARIOUS LACY PERIOD PRESSED SALTS, LOT OF FOUR, colorless, BF-1d, BS-1, OO-14, and SL-1a. Unlisted, rare, scarce, and plentiful. Mid 19th century. Various sizes. First with partial loss of one upper corner and chipping, second with loss of one base scroll and chipping, others with only minor flaking. Estimate: $75 - $125.

Sold for: $108.00

Lot 1485 - VARIOUS LACY PERIOD PRESSED SALTS, LOT OF TWO, colorless, CN-1a and EE-3b. Scarce. Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. and others. Second quarter 19th century. 2 1/8" h. First near proof with only some light flaking/mold roughness, second with an interior rim chip at one end and a moderate chip to one foot. Estimate: $75 - $125.

Sold for: $120.00

Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.
Lot 1486 - OL-32 OVAL PRESSED SALT, colorless, even scallop rim. Extremely rare. Probably Philadelphia area. Second quarter 19th century. 1 1/4" h, 2 5/8" x 3 7/8". Poor condition with heavy chipping to rim and a large chip under the base.

Estimate: $50 - $75.

Sold for: $56.50


Provenance: Estate Collection of Shirley M. Salanon.

Lot 1487 - VARIOUS EARLY GLASS SALTS, LOT OF THREE, colorless, consisting of OO-2 and SD-9 pressed examples, and a Diamond Diaper blow-over and crack off example. First half 19th century. 1 5/8" to 2" h. Average condition with expected chips and flakes, last example with wear.

Estimate: $50 - $75.

Sold for: $60.00

Lot 1488 - VARIOUS LACY PERIOD PRESSED SALTS, LOT OF THREE, one amber and two colorless. Mid 19th century. Various sizes. Amber example with repaired rim corner and foot chips, others with normal chipping.

Estimate: $50 - $75.

Sold for: $60.00